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Abstract

Accurate potential energy and dipole moment curves of the ground state carbon
monoxide CO were calculated with the multi-reference configuration interaction
method. Vibrational and Bpcctroscopic constants were determined and compared
with the values derived from experimental data. Einstein's A and B coefficients of
the rovibronic transitions of Au = 1, 2 and 3 were evaluated. The near-infrared ab-
sorption spectra in the solar atmosphere observed by a satellite were simulated with
the calculated rovibronic transitions and the temperature of the gas was estimated
around 5000 to 5500K.
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Introduction

Carbon monoxide (CO) molecule is one of the most important diatomic molecules
in atmospheric chemistry of our earth and of some of planets in the solar
system. The molecule also exists in the atmosphere of the sun itself. Car-
bon monoxide is one of the most extensively sttulicd in interstellar chemistry.
There are numerous studies on the vibrational and rotational spectroscopies of
the ground XlYl* state. Recently, with an intcrferomctric spectrometer on a
satellite operated by NASA[1], the extensive and accurate infrared absorption
spectra of carbon monoxide in very broad energy range were observed. The
light source was the sun, and the sample gases arc in the solar atmosphere.
Not only the Aw = 1 bands but also the Aw = 2 and Aw - 3 bands were
observed. Because of very hot environment of the solar atmosphere, the high
rovibrational levels up to v = 20 and J = 133 were detected and identified.
From the assigned transitions, an accurate set of Dunham coefficients were
deduced, and thus the accurate potential energy curve and the rovibrational
levels up to w = 20, which is about 45 % of the dissociation energy, were
determined. But, in our knowledge, the intensity distribution of the observed
spectra has not been analyzed.

There arc also numerous theoretical studies on the ground XlH* state of CO.
For instance, the sign and value of dipolc moment at the equilibrium bond
distance have been one of the hot topics in the history of ab initio electronic
structure theories [2]. Recently, Sundholm ct al [3] calculated the potential
energy and one- and two-photon dipole moment functions, vibrational spec-
troscopic constants and oscillator strengths. Langhoff and Baucshlicher (LB)
also calculated the potential energy and dipolc moment functions, and evalu-
ated the radiative lifetime of rotationlcss vibrational excited levels [4]. Their
theoretical studies reproduce experimental data reasonably well. However, as
far as the rovibrational levels are concerned, there have been few studies that
can be used for the analysis of the above mentioned spectra of the solar at-
mosphere both in energy and in spectral intensity.

In the present studies, we attempt more accurate calculations than the previ-
ous studies for the ground XlY.* state of CO. The potential energy and dipole
moment functions are calculated, and the rovibrational wavefunctions on the
potential energy curve up to near vibrational dissociation limit and rotational
levels J ~ 100 are evaluated. Einstein's A and B coefficients of rovibrational
transitions arc evaluated using the rovibrational energies and their wavefunc-
tions. The rovibrational infrared spectra arc constructed for Aw = 1, 2 and 3,
and the calculated spectra are compared with the recent experimental data
from the satellite as well as with the previous theoretical studies. By simulating
the rovibrational spectra in the Aw = 2 region observed at the satellite [1], we
could deduce the temperature distribution of CO molecule at the atmosphere



of sun.

1 Calculation Methods

oo

Multircfcrcncc configuration interaction (MRCI) calculations were performed
for the ground state of CO. The basis set used was the augmented valence
quadruple zeta (aug-ccpVQZ, AVQZ) basis set of Dunning [5]. MRCI calcula-
tions were performed with MOLPRO internally contracted CI method [6][7].
The reference configurations were all electronic configurations generated from
[1<72, 2a2, 3<7°-2, 4<t°-2, Itt0-4, 5<r°-2, 27T°-4, G<7°-2, 7a0-1], where 7(7 orbital is

a Rydbcrg type orbital. The calculations were performed under C^v symmetry.
The valence-type vacant orbitals, 2tt and 6<r, were determined by the VAL-
VAC (valence-type-vacant) method of Iwata [8][9]. The method requires only
a single Fock matrix generation, and provides us with a proper anti-bonding
nature of molecular orbitals. The other occupied orbitals (ler - 5<7, Itt) are the
closed shell SCF orbitals. The orbital set used in the calculations arc identical
with that used for the low-lying states of carbon monoxide cation CO+[9][10].

Vibrational energies and wavefunctions on the adiabatic potential energy curve
were calculated by solving the one-dimension nuclear Schrodingcr equation
witli the FEM1D program of Kimura et al [11]. The integration region was
between 1.4 and 10.0 Bohr. The energy at bond lengths between the ab initio
calculated points is evaluated with the 5th order akima interpolation or with
the analytical function discussed below. Vibrational spectroscopic constants
u>e, u>exeand ueye were obtained using the least-squares fitting of AGv+i/2 =
G(v + 1) - G(v), G(v) being the vibrational energy relative to the lowest
vibrational level. The energy G(v) is expressed as

G(V) =Ue(v+ -) -VJeXe(v+ ") +WcJ/e (v+-) (1)

Dy integrating the dipolc moment function over the vibrntional wavefunctions
for each rotational quantum number 7, Einstein's A and B coefficients of the
rovibrational transitions were evaluated.

2 Results and discussion

2.1 Vibrational spcctroscopic constants

Figure 1 shows potential energy and dipolc moment curves of the neutral
ground X1E+ state of CO. The thin horizontal lines on the potential energy
curve are the calculated vihrational levels. The origin of energy is set to he at
the calculated v = 0 vibrational energy level. The vertical dashed line shows
the equilibrium bond length, R = Ret and the horizontal dashed line shows
zero permanent dipole moment. The positive sign of dipolc moment represents
C+O~. At R = Re, the sign of the dipole moment of the molecule is slightly
negative as has been known in the previous studies [2]. As the bond length
increases, the dipole moment becomes positive; the molecule is polarized as
Cs+Os~. At R ~ 1.90 A, the dipole moment has a maximum positive value.
At near dissociation limit, the dipole moment asymptotically becomes zero.

Langhoff and Bauschlichcr(LB) reported both potential energy and dipole
moment curves with the then statc-of-art level of calculations^]. To estimate
the accuracy of calculated potential energy and dipole moment functions, the
spcctroscopic constants Re, De, w0) u>exe and u>eye are calculated using the
functions of ours and LB's. The calculated spectroscopie constants are com-
pared with the available experimental data in Table 1.

Figure 2 shows the spacings between adjacent vibrational levels, AC?V|i/j(«) =
G(v + 1)-G(v) = ue -2uexe(v+ 1), plotted against (t;-I- 1/2). Experimental
AG,,+i/2(w) plots in the figure are evaluated with a set of Dunham coeffi-
cients determined by the spectroscopic studies of solar carbon inonoxidefl].
The vibrational spectroscopic. constants u»c, uexe and uteye are obtained us-
ing the least-squares fitting to eq. (1) below v = 25. The calculated plots of
ours and LB's agree with the experimental data. The LB plot underestimate
u>e by about 10 cm"1. In the present calculation, the error of we is 2 cm"1.
To demonstrate the behavior of higher order anharmonicity, the spacing of
AG(w), AAG = AC(w+ 1) - AG(w), which is -2u),.xc-f-6veyc(v-\-3/2) in the
3rd order Dunham expansion, is shown in Figure 3. The plots AAG used the
LB results show a large oscillatory behavior, so that the plots are not included
in the figure. Our calculated AAG(w) plots also have many zigv.ags for v < 40.
It turned out the fit AAC is very sensitive to the potential energy functions
used in solving the nuclear Schrodingcr equation. In the present study we have
used the 5th order Akima method in interpolating the potential energy. When
a vibrational eigenvalue hits at the interpolating point, it deviates from the
appropriate value. The analytical fitting is desired to obviate the zigzags in
the higher order plot (see below).



Aft i.'i cccii from the table, the present calculations for the parameters an; in
very j'.ooel agreement with the experiments.

S.S Analytical potential energy function

Tin; calculated |)ot(<nl.iiil encrj^y curve nIiowii in Fitf. 1 in fitted into an analyti-
cal function. 'I'lio accurate analytical form of potential energy function for any
debited bond length iH required for many a|)|)lication.s in quantum clicini.stry.
In tli<! present Htudy, the extended Hydhcr^ function,

Vm(R) - -/? (! I X]«*/)«xp(-7/>) (2)

i.s used in l.li(! lilliiiK when;

p= {Rn -R)/Re (3)

For tin; polynomial part, n = Gand 8 are used. Tho weight in tlio fitting

w{., <M-(VcM) - vcal(ne)) / o.i)
isused.

Table 2 shows the determined parameters. To show the accuracy of the func-
tion, AAG(t;) - AG(« -I- 1) - AG(v) obtaiiuxl with tho fitted function is
also hIiowii in Fig. 3. I3oth calculated AAG(i;) arc in good agreement with
experimental data. As expected, the Kig'/agH, found when the interpolation is
used, disappears in the plots. The eigenvalue is very sensible, when the turn-
ing points of the wavefunction hit at the interpolated point. Dy using the
analytical fitted function, the smooth and consistent potential energy curve is
obtained. This example is a clear warning for using tho interpolation meth-
ods when this higher order spectroscopic properties arc evaluated. The plots
AAC(u) of the analytical functions suggest that a slight modification of the
present functions may provide an accurate potential energy curve of the ground
state of carbon monoxide.

2.3 Einstein's A and D coefficients

Figure 4 shows calculated Einstein's A coefficients of rotationlcss vibrational
transition v" *-v' of Aw = v' - v"=1,2 and 3, plotted against v". Langhoff

and Bauschlichcr also calculated Einstein's A coefficients, and so both calcu-
lated results arc compared. Both results are in very good agreement with each
other. It is expected that the present calculated results are more accurate for
higher v. An Einstein's A coefficient can be compared with the experimentally
obtained lifetime of vibrationally excited states w = 1. The experimentally ol>-
served lifetime of the transition (w" = 0) «- (t/ = 1) is 33 milliseconds; the
corresponding Einstein's A coefficient is 30 s~!(12]. Doth calculated results
agree well with the experimental value. It should be noted that the A coef-
ficient for Aw = 2 inonotonically increases with w, and becomes comparable
with that for Aw = 1 at v = 30. To estimate the radiative decay rate for
higher vibrational levels under hot environment, the Aw = 2 and 3 transitions
cannot be neglected.

Figure 5 shows the vibrational quantum number (w) dependence of the calcu-
lated Einstein D coefficients of rotationless vibrational transitions w' «- v" of
Av =v' -v" =1,2 and 3, plotted against v". For Av = 1,2 and 3, Einstein's
B coefficients peak at v" - 33,54 and 58, respectively. For Aw = 2 and 3 tran-
sitions, Einstein's B coefficients arc substantially large at high vibrational
levels.

Large coefficients of A and B for higher vibrational levels reflect the functional
form of the dipole moment shown in Fig.l. Figure 5 clearly indicates that the
absorption bands for Aw = 2 and 3 arc substantially strong. As is shown below,
the Aw = 2 (w' = 2 «- v" = 0) transitions are observed between 4250 cm"1
and 43G0 cm"1 in the solar spectra. Because this wavenumbcr region has less
absorption bands from the other molecules than the fundamental (Aw = 1)
region, the measurement of the absorption bands Aw = 2 might be a good
tool for monitoring the carbon monoxide in the atmospheres.

Figure C shows the rotational quantum number J dependence of calculated
Einstein's B coefficients for some rovibrational transitions of Aw = 1 and 2 for
AJ = +1 (il-branch) and AJ = -1 (P-branch). For a given w' <-v"transition
ofAw = 1, Einstein's B coefficients ofAJ = +1 are larger than AJ = -1 for
low J", and both coefficients become nearly equal to each other and constant
for high J". For a given w' <- w"transition of Aw = 2, on the other hand,
Einstein's B coefficients of AJ = +1 arc substantially larger than AJ = -1
for all J". Interestingly, at J" = 10 , the B coefficient for AJ = +1 transition
is at the minimum, and that for AJ = -1 transition is at the maximum.
For high J", Einstein's B coefficients of AJ = +1 become extremely large for
Aw= 2 and 3. The intensity ratio of the R and P branch is given as

R{J"+l;v'+-J"\v") J"+l
P(J"-l;v'*-J";v") ~ J"

< X(,/; J" + l)|,x(R)|x(t/';./") >
< x(v'; J" - l)\fi(R)\x(v"\J") >

(4)



where x(w; J) is the nuclear vibrational wavefunction and /i(R) is the dipolc
moment operator. Equation (4) implies that the strong J dependence of B co-
efficients at high J in Aw = 2 and 3 transitions results from the J dependence
of matrix elements; the J dependence of the nuclear vibrational wavefunctions
has to be taken into account.

subtraction of the background, the simulated spectra cannot bo compared
with the observed ones.

Doth the experimentally observed and the calculated absorption intensities
/(«',J' <-v", J") for Av = 2 arc well fitted to an analytical function

2.4 Temperature distribution of CO molecule at the solar atmosphere
/(J"+1«-J",v'-v"+2«-w")=(a+bxJ")cxp(-CXJ"2) (C)

^0
o

With Einsticn's B coefficients at hand, if the abundance of rovibrational levels
(«", J") is known or assumed, the rovibrationnl absorption spectra can be
simulated. In turn, if the rovibrational spectra arc observed, the population
of the rovibronic levels can be deduced. Based on the calculated Einstein's
B coefficients of rovibrational transitions, the wide range of spectrum of the
solar atmosphere can be analyzed. Woassume the thermal equilibrium among
the rovibrational levels; the number of molecules in the rovibrational levels
is assumed to be Bolt/maim distribution. The theoretical absorption spectral
intensity distribution /(«',J' *- v", J ") can be evaluated by the following
formulae;

7(t/,J' «- «",/') =
£(«', J' <- v'\ J") x cxi>{-AEuib/kTvib) x (2J" + l) cxp{-AErot/kTrot)

J2vl,tJI, cxp(-AEvib/kTvib) x {2J" + l) CXV(-AErot/kTrot)

(5)

AEvib = E(v',O) - E(t;",O)

AErot = E(v'\ J') - E{v", J")

where D(v', J' *- v", J") is Einstein's B coefficient of the rovihrationnl tran-
sition («', J' <- v", J ") and TVii, {Trot) is vibrational (rotational) temperature.
In the present simulation Tva, = Trotis assumed.

Figure 7 shows the simulated and experimentally observed absorption spectra
between 4250 cm"1 and 4370 cm"1, where the transitions v' = 2 «- v" = 0
and v' = 3 <- v" - 1 arc observed. In the simulation the maximum J" is 83,
and the band head is at J" - 50. The background in the reported data [13] is
subtracted to compare the observed spectrum with the simulated one. In Fig.
7 the assumed temperature is 5000 K. The simulated spectrum is uniformly
shifted downward by 7 cm"1. Note that no adjustable parameters other than
7 cm"1 shift and the temperature arc used in the simulation. The simulated
spectrum well reproduces the observed spectrum. Wehave also attempted the
theoretical absorption spectra for Aw = 1 and compared them with the solar
spectra. Because the spectra range is around 2200 cm"1, there arc strong
and irregular background absorption bands. Therefore, without the proper

with three parameters a, b and c. The parameters are given in Table 3, which
might he used in the detailed analysis of the spectra. Figure 8 shows the
simulated and experimentally observed absorption intensities of rovibrational
spectraforv'=2æf-v"=0; AJ=+1 andforv'=4æf-v"=2;AJ=+1,
plotted against J". The experimentally obtained intensity [13] is superim-
posed on the simulated results with the assumed temperatures between 4000
K and 6000 K with 500 K interval. Both Table 3 and Figure 8 indicate that
the temperature of carbon monoxide molecules of the solar atmosphere dis-
tributes between 4500 K and 5500 K. The distribution of temperature of
carbon monoxide molecules on the sun may suggest the altitude range where
the gas exists.

2.5 Concluding remarks

With the accurate potential energy and dipole moment curves and rovibra-
tional wavefunctions on the potential energy curve, Einstein's A and D coef-
ficients arc evaluated. The calculated spcetroscopie constants and Einstein's
coefficients quantitatively reproduce tho experimental data, if they ever exist.

With the quantitatively reproduced calculated results, the simulation of rovi-
brational absorption spectra arc performed. Tho simulated absorption spectra
are compared with the experimental absorption spectra, from the solar atmo-
sphere. The vibrational and rotational temperatures of solar atmosphere are
estimated. The vibrational and rotational temperatures of the carbon monox-
ide gas in the solar atmosphere arc estimated to lie between 4500 K and 5500
K.

The tables of A and D coefficients as well as the raw data of the potential
energy and dipole moment functions are distributed through the web site
(litml://licra.chcin.s<:i.liirosliiiua-u.ac.jp/iwataJionic/iiidcx.html).
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Figure Caption

Figure 1. The potential energy and dipolo moment curves of the ground
XXH+ state. The positive sign of the dipolc moment curve implies Cs+O6~.

Figure 2. The spacings between adjacent vibrational levels, AGB+i/2(«) =
G(v + 1) - G(v)t plotted against (w + 1/2). The lines arc the least square
fitted to equation (1). å  The energy evaluated with the Dunlmm coefficients
[lj. O The present results. •E The energy evaluated using the potential
energy curve reported by reference [4].

Figure 3. The spacings of AG(w), AAG = AG(w + 1) - AG(w), plotted
against w.

å  The energy evaluated with the Dunhum coefficients [1]. •E The potential
energy was evaluated by using the akima interpolation formula when the
nuclear Schrodinger equation is solved. O The potential energy function (2)
of the 8th order. å¡ The potential energy function (2) of the Gth order.

Figure 4 Calculated Einstein's A coefficient of rotationlcss vibrational tran-
sition w" «-v' of Aw = w'-v" =1, 2and 3, plotted against w". O reference
[4]-

Figure 5 Calculated Einstein's B coefficient of rotationlcss vibrational tran-
sition v' *- v" ofAw = w'-v" =1, 2 and 3, plotted against w".

Figure 6. The rotational quantum number (J) dependence of the calculated
Einstein's B coefficients of (w', J') <- (w",J") for some Aw = 1 and 2 tran-
sitionswith AJ = +1 (/2-branch) and AJ = -1 (P-branch). a) Aw = 1, b)
Aw=2.

Figure 7. The simulated and observed absorption spectra between 4250
cm"1and 4370 cm""1.The observed data arc taken from Refcrencc[13]. The
background was subtracted in the figure.

Figure 8. The simulated J dependence of rovibrational bands AJ = +1 at
T = 4000, 4500, 5000, 5500 and C000 K. The intensities in the observed
spectra [13] are given in the figure by O- a) The series for v' = 2 «- w"= 0.
b) Thescries for w' = 4 <- w"= 2.
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CO

Table 1 The calculated and experimental spcctroscopic constants0.

Re/k We/cm"1 <jjBxe/cm~l tJeye/cm~l D*/cm~l

Langhoff and Bauschlichor6 1.132 2159.3

Present 1.130 2172.0

2170.0
Experiment0 1.128e

1 3 .6 0 0 .0 2 1 6 8 5 6 9 1

1 3 .0 9 0 .0 1 1 7 9 0 0 7 8

1 3 .3 3 0 .0 1 3 4 8 8 3 1 6

(2169.8)e (13.288)B (0.0105)e (90551 ± 137)e

a)The constants, ue, u)exe and we2/ei ar° clctcnnincd by fitting the vibrational

energies below v = 25 to equation (1).

b) The rotationless vibrational energies arc evaluated from the potential en-
ergy curve given in Reference [4].

o) The rotationless vibrational energies arc evaluated with the Dunham coef-
ficients reported in Reference [1].

d) The dissociation energy is estimated by assuming the Morse function, where
the constants u>cand u)exc are determined by the fitting the vibrational energies
below v = 25.

e) Reference [14]. The constants u»e, u/exe and ueye are a part of the 6th
order polynomial of (v + 1/2), fitted below v - 37. The dissociation energy
is estimated by adding to Do the v = 0 energy evaluated by the Dunlium
expansion. De =(ll.092 ±0.017)*80G5.54 + 1088.2 cm"1.

Table 2 The parameters for the fitted potential energy curve to the analytical
function (2).

G t h  o r d e r  ( n = C )  8 t h  o r d e r  (n = 8 )

D e / H n r t r c c   0 .4 1 0 5 8 7     0 .4 0 9 9 4 9

D j c n r 1     9 0 1  1 3 .4      8 9 9 7 3 .4

i l e / B o h r    2 .  1 3 3 9 G 5     2 .  1 G 8 8 G 7

R e / h     1 . 1 2 9      1 . 1 4 8

a ,       3 .0 8 8 1 7 5      3 .9 3 4 5 7 9

a 2      - 2 . 1 2 7 2 1 7      1 .5 3 4 2 2 9

a 3      2 .0 2 9 4 9 3      1 .7 3 9 5 8 3

a A      - 2 .7 9 4 0 7 2      - 0 .9 3 5 0 1 4

a 5      1 .4 2 5 3 2 7      0 .  1 7 9 9 7 2

O fi       - 0 .2 2 1 8 4 7      - 2 .  1 7 8 4 4 5

a 7                 1 .8 3 2 0 9 0

a 8                - 0 .3 7 5 2 5  1

3 .0 7 9 1 2 3       4 . 1 3 7 3 8 3

ll 12



Table 3 Experimentally observed and calculated absorption intensities fitted
to an analytical function (G) with three parameters a,b and c.

7 ( ｫ '  ̂  2 ,・/' *- ｫ "  = < ), ./ " ) / (t / , J '  =  4  4- ii " = =  2 , J " )

II       I)       ( '. n       b       <:

(!X | ) O .()(M 7 4 .r)4  0 .0 1 0 5 2 3  4 .8 8 9 4 E -4 0 .0 0 6 2 0 2 9  0 .0 2 1 3 G 8  4 .4 7 8 0 E - 4

4 0 0 0 K () .( )()5 8 4 3 ()  0 .0 0 3 2 3 G I  G .0 5 4 1 E -4 0 .0 0 8 1 5 0 G  0 .0 0 15 9 3 8  5 .9 7 3 9 E - 4

4 5 0 0 K 0 .0 0 5 2 2 0 7  0 .0 0 2 5 8 2 2  5 .3 1 4 3 15 - 4 0 .0 0 7 2 9 0 G  0 .0 0 3 G G 8 2  5 .2 4 7 9 E - 4

o o o o k 0 .0 0 4 7 3 1 5  0 .0 0 2 0 5 G G  4 .7 2 4 8 F M 0 .0 0 G 5 9 9 8  0 .0 0 2 9 2 3 5  4 .G 6 9 5 E - 4

fl B O O K 0 .0 0 4 7 5 %  0 .0 0 1 7 8 7 4  4 .2 4 4 3 E -4 0 .0 0 G O 3 2 4  0 .0 0 2 3 1 0 4  4 . 1 9 8 2 E - 4

G O O O K 0 .0 0 3 9 8 4 4  0 .0 0 1 2 G 3 2  3 .8 4 5 3 E -4 0 .0 0 5 5 5 7 9  0 .0 0 1 7 9 G 8  3 .8 0 G 9 E - 4

a) Reference |1||13]

•E^3
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